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The main purpose of this thesis is to establish the fact that youth need a space for themselves  

Where  they will be guided in the right path. Moreover, youth from urban areas need it the  

most , since they are the most vulnerable and susceptible to the worlds every treacherous 

events  and ideas and hence need the place where they can do everything to accomplish their 

goals and  success  with a positive competitive mind. Therefore, the paper will analyze the 

youths mind,  and culture and propose the required program for the dedicated urban space 

that will help the  youth to devote their time and energy at a positive sector.

This Thesis mainly focuses on the physical, social and perceptive development in youth. The 

physical development can be achieved by providing various spaces for sports and games,  

whereas the social development requires interactive spaces to be included in the building. The  

physical  and  social  aspects are  taken care  by  providing  designated spaces  to  cater  

them,  whereas the perceptive aspect is elucidated trough architecture and the entire structure 

itself. 

ABSTRACT

These three factors play a crucial role in a youth’s well-being. The main aim is to 

design a space, which caters all the above-mentioned factors, and youth should 

be able to explore new potentials with in themselves. The structure designed is an 

interpretation of these three factors.

This thesis is an attempt  to  achieve a  sophisticated architectural  composition,  

which can  stimulate young minds and open them up to new possibilities.



1.Research background and objectives

1.1 Introduction

An activity centre for youth’s is a social and recreational centre intended primarily for 

Youth. The Centre supports opportunities for youth to develop their physical, emotional, social, 

And cognitive abilities and to experience achievement, leadership, recognition, enjoyment, and 

friendship. 

“Do not train a youth to learn by force or harshness; but direct them to it by what amuses their 

minds, so that you may be better able to discover with accuracy the peculiar bent of the 

genius of each.

It is very much essential for the young to fully realize their potential and thrive. For this, the 

youth need opportunities and relationships beyond what they have access to at school and 

at home. Especially, in today’s context, where parents are unable to spare enough time for 

their  ward, and children are getting compulsive with various digital gadgets, immersing in

virtual  networks rather than real social interactions, these centers are essential for the 

physical and mental wellbeing of the youth.



1.2  Aim

To create a space that provides inclusive, innovative, and sustainable programs

and services Improving individual physical, mental, and  emotional  health and

well-being of the youth.

To make the spaces interactive and creativity evoking

To maintain a safe and healthy environment in the centre.

To create spaces which help children to maintain mental balance.

1.3 Objectives

1.4 Dissertation

Designing for the young:

•Youth-friendly and youth-appealing design
•Age appropriate design
•Designing for social interaction and participation
•Interactive spaces in architecture



1.5 Methodology



In this paper could be effectively applied in any region. (Tungnung , 2016) 

Diverging in terms of data collection from various sources such as primary and secondary

case studies, literature study, site visits, standards etc., forming a series and converging by 

analyzing the data is carried out in the beginning.

After analyzing the important data required for the design, synthesizing the information 

helps to  generate concept,  design  solution, zoning,  area  programming  and schematic 

drawings. During this process, one can restart the process at required stage to obtain 

better results. Finally, representation of the data and design is done from the process.

The unidirectional strategies and flow of the research activities can be achieved

in series.



The three most important factors that contribute toward a youth’s development are

1. Physical activities 

2.   Social interaction  

3.    Perceptive cognition  

After referring various papers, there are several other micro factors, which are contributing to the 

betterment of the Activity centre but the above-mentioned 

factors are predominate.

Distinctive architecture

•Young people want their activity centers to look iconic and modern    

buildings they can feel proud of and get inspired.

•They are clear that they should not feel institutional.

2.  Literature study



Role in managing the centre

•They should be at the heart of youth-centre organization, designing the 

programmers of activity themselves.

•Being involved in management and decision-making is also an opportunity to

gain experience and new skills.

A place to realize opportunities

•Young people want places where they can discover talents, develop skills 

and display their abilities.

•Their centers should act as a route to further education and work, providing

them with guidance and training.

Accessibility and inclusivity

•It is important to clients that their activity centers are open to people of

all ages, genders, ethnicities and abilities.

•There should be extended opening hours and wheelchair access 

throughout.



Accessibility and inclusivity

•It is important to clients that their activity centers are open to people of

all ages, genders, ethnicities and abilities.

•There should be extended opening hours and wheelchair access 

throughout.

Communicating a positive image

•Young people are keen for the local community to know about the positive 

activities going on in their youth centre.

•Design is one way to communicate  this, such as creating a different spaces

through the building, allowing people to see what  goes on inside.

Reputation and identity

•Importance and advantages of an effective name and brand for their centre.

•They wanted a strong brand that represents them in a positive way and will attract young 

people to the centre.



Location and visibility  

•Young people want their activity centers to be highly visible landmarks that also

fit in with local architecture.

•They want them to be located at the heart of the community, helping young

people to feel respected, proud and valued.

Flexible spaces

•Having multifunctional areas can help overcome space and budget restrictions.

•A dance studio might double as a drama space or an indoor sports hall, for example.

Outdoor spaces

•Outdoor  spaces  are  a  priority  for  young  people,  providing  alternative  areas

for performance, sports and socializing.

•Develop kitchen gardens, art studios and skate parks.  

•They were clear that car parks should not be intrusive or dominate the site.



Welcoming entrance

•Feeling welcome and secure as they walk into their centre is crucial for young people.

•Cafés or gallery spaces could be positioned at the front of the building to attract users 

and the wider community.

Safety and security

•Young people stress that everyone should feel safe in their centre, and free from

concern about bullying or theft. 

•However, they do not want security to present a physical or mental barrier to 

visitors.



3.1  To achieve sustainability in the design.

3.2  To empower the traditional architecture of the region.

3.  Design Objectives



4.  Design Aspects

4.1 Passive techniques

•DAYLIGHT 

•VENTILATION

4.2 Local material and technique



5.  CASE STUDIES

5.1  Friendship Centre Gaibandah, Bangladesh 

FLOOR  PLAN

SITE  INSPIRATION



COURT YARD

ACCESS



LAND SCAPE

CLASS INTERIOR VIEW

CLASS INTERIOR VIEW

LIGHT EFFECTS



5.2 Palace of Schoolchildren / Studio 44 Architects

ASTANA, KAZAKHSTAN
•Architects: Studio 44 Architects
•Area: 18700.0 sq.m
•Year: 2011

The design of the Palace has double coding – it provides allusions for both Suprematist 

composition and also for local traditions of dwelling construction that is accentuated in the 

slogan for the project “Khan Shangyrak. Shelter for the youth”.

The Shangyrak is a wooden crown doming a Kasakh yurt with a central opening over 

the fireplace. In our project, this sacral element of a Kazakh traditional dwelling is 

reinterpreted as a cylinder 8 m in height and 156 m in diameter. The giant disc has 

openings and skylights providing natural light inside the building, into a central atrium 

space. It covers stepped compositions of rectangular “boxes” each containing a 

functional element – skating rink, museum, shooting gallery, theater, etc.

https://www.archdaily.com/search/projects/country/kazakhstan??ad_name=project-specs&ad_medium=single
https://www.archdaily.com/search/projects/min_area/14960/max_area/22440?ad_name=project-specs&ad_medium=single
https://www.archdaily.com/search/projects/year/2011?ad_name=project-specs&ad_medium=single


Embellished with national ornaments, the “boxes” are placed on each other reminding the 

viewer of felt suitcases (shabadan) – a feature of nomadic lifestyle and traditional decorations 

of yurt interiors. The space of the disc accommodates various hobby groups and departments 

of the youth centre, while the flat green roof of the building is interpreted as a walking and 

panoramic-view platform, simulating steppe landscape in the centre of a high-rise city.

•GFA

46 550 sq. m

•Useable Area

34 600 sq. m

•Proposed Area

26 000 sq. m

•Structural Volume

205 000 cub. m

•Proposed Youth Centre Capacity

10 000 people

•Open car parks

250 cars – 7 000 sq. m



GROUND FLOOR PLAN



FIRST FLOOR PLAN EXTERIOR VIEW



SECOND FLOOR PLAN NIGHT  VIEW



THIRD FLOOR PLAN
NIGHT  VIEW



SECTION 1

SECTION 2



TOP  VIEW INTERIOR  VIEW INTERIOR  VIEW

INTERIOR  VIEWEXTERIOR  VIEW



5.3 Women sports complex mardan Kpk Pak. 

MASTER PLAN



SITE CONTEXT



GROUND FLOOR PLAN FIRST FLOOR PLAN



3D  VIEWS



PERSPECTIVE  VIEWS



6.Standards and Guidelines

•Universal design and accessible design

•Day lighting design

•Indoor air quality

•Natural ventilation

•Acoustics of the building

•F.A.R

•Built-up area

•Ground coverage

•Height and area restrictions

•Setbacks

•Parking requirements

•Water storage

•Means of access

•Fire fighting

•General Play area considerations

•Play area hazards

•Dimensions & Space Requirements

•Perception



•Thermal Insulation

•Sound Insulation

•Fire Protection

•Fire escape

•Access for firefighters

•Daylight

Notes: 
Callender, J. H. (1982). Time-saver Standards for Architectural Design Data (7th ed.). Madison: McGraw-Hill 
Neufert, E.H. (2000). Architect’s Data (3rd ed.). Oxford, E: Blackwell science Ltd. 
The Energy and Resources Institute and GRIHA Council. GRIHA for Large Development. Retrieved from: 
http://www.grihaindia.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=78&t=library 
Director General, CPWD, Ministry of Urban Development, Government of India (March 2014). Retrieved from: 
http://www.cpwd.gov.in/Documents/cpwd_publication.aspx 
United States Environmental Protection Agency (N.A) Retrieved from: 
https://www.epa.gov/smm/comprehensive-procurement-guidelines-park-and-recreation-products 
“Hyderabad metropolitan development authority” (2010, October 8). Retrieved from https://www.hmda.gov.in/ 



7.  Architect Brief

SR.NO

01____________________

02____________________

03____________________

04____________________

05____________________

06____________________

07____________________

08____________________

09____________________

10____________________

11____________________

12____________________

13____________________

14____________________

SPACES

PARKING

CYCLE   

BIKE

CAR+HAICE

COASTER

ADMINISTRATION

MULTY GAMING HALL 01

SWIMMING POOL

GYM 02 HALL

ENTRANCE LOBBY

SHOOTING AREA

MINI HAND BALL

SQUASH COURT HALL 02

BOXING HALL

SR.SQ.FT

4450

5360

7650

3680

535

14400

12000

8320

4000

12000

14400

9100

3200



15 ____________________

16 ____________________

17 ____________________

18 ____________________

19 ____________________

20 ____________________

21 ____________________

22 ____________________

23 ____________________

24

BADMINTON+TENNIS HALL

OUTDOOR GAMING COURT

CAFETERIA

AMPHITHEATER

SECURITY

PUBLIC TOILET

AUDITORIUM

12000

10960

6550

4500

350

450

7200



8.  Site Statement

SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

The youth in this society is absolutely unemployed.

There is no activity in society for youth / young people.

Due to lack of activity in the society, The number of youth in increasing in drugs.



9.  Site Analysis

Location:  Gulshan Abad KDA Kohat

Site Geometry: Regular

Area: 62 kanal

Latitude: 33.36’.87” North

Longitude: 71.24’.39” East

Sea Level: 1397 ft

Topography: Plan area and the

mountain is 6000’ away from the site

Macro Analysis



Meso Analysis Micro Analysis

Average Temp/Precipitation Average Rainfall 



Wind Speed                                       

Kohat is a city in Pakistan. It is in khyber pakhtoon khawa KPK.

Well over a million people live in Kohat.

Student from all over Pakistan and specially KPK people, come here to get education 

at al level.



Site ContextDetail Population of District Kohat Census 2017

DESC                      RURAL          URBAN      TOTAL

POPULATION         23728          270146           993874

MALE                    354533           142060           496593

FEMALE                 369186          128052        497238

Transgender                09                 34                    43



STRENGTH

Easily Accessible

Available Resources

Secure Context

Natural Environment

Natural Breeze

Silence Zone

WEAKNESS

No proper Drainage

System

Harsh Climate

OPPORTUNITIES

Future Extension

Maximum Daylight

CONCLUSION

Future extension for youth of the

society and land development.

Use indigenous material.

To blend the local style.

Use the local techniques

Qualities of a Good Clay Bricks

Size , Shape , Colour of Brick

Soundness , Texture and Compactness

Water Absorption , Frog in Brick.

light transmission is still

important





10.  Site Zoning  and Bubble Diagram

MASTER PLAN  WITH SITE CONTEXT



SCHOOL AND CLLEGES SURROUNDING SITE



ZONNING CONSEPTUAL SKETCHES



11.  Conclusion

•Future extension for youth of the

•society and land development.

•Use indigenous material.

•To blend the local style.

•Use the local techniques

•Qualities of a Good Clay Bricks

•Size, Shape, Colour of Brick

•Soundness, Texture and Compactness

•Water Absorption, Frog in Brick.

•light transmission is still

•important.



12.  List Of Program

PRESENTATION DRAWINGS

MASTER PLAN

A.ENTRANCE/SECURITY ROOM

B.CAR + HAICE PARKING

C.COASTER PARKING

D.BIKE PARKING

E.BYCYCLE PARKING

F.ENTRANCE FOYER

G.RECEPTION + LOBBY

H.COURTYARD

I.GALLERY

J.PATHWAYS

K.VERTICAL ACCESS

L.OUTDORE GAMES AREA

M.OPEN SHADED SEATING AREA

N.OPEN THEATER

O.CLIMBING WALL

P.GAZZEBOS STRUCTURE

Q.CAFETEREA

R.PUBLIC BATHS

S.SERVICE ROAD

T.LANDSCAPE

U.SKYLIGHT 



GROUND  FLOOR  PLAN

A.RECEIPTION+LOBBY

B.COURT YARD

C.ADMINISTRATION

D.GYM

E.MULTY PURPOSE HALL

F.VERTICAL ACCESS

G.SWIMING POOL

H.HORIZONTAL ACCESS



FIRST  FLOOR  PLAN

A.SQUASH COURT

B.BOXING HALL

C.GYM

D.MEZZANINE FLOOR

E.SHOOTING RANGE

F.VERTICAL ACCESS

G.TERRACE

H.HORIZONTAL ACCESS 



A.SQUASH COURT

B.AUDITORIUM

C.TERRACE

D.GAMING HALL

E.BADMENTON HALL

F.VERTICAL ACCESS

G.TABLE TENNIS

H.HORIZONTL ACCESS

SECOND  FLOOR  PLAN



EAST  ELEVATION

WEST  ELEVATION



N ORTH  ELEVATION

SOUTH  ELEVATION



SECTION AT  AA’

SECTION AT  BB’

SECTION AT  CC’



PERSPECTIVE  VIEWS



BIRD  EYE  VIEW



COLUMN  BEAM  STRUCTURE



EXTERIOR VIEW OUTDOOR GAM VIEW

EXTERIOR  VIEWBIRD EYE VIEW 

13.  3D VIEWS



OPEN AMPHITHEATER VIEW LAND  SCAPE  VIEW

EXTERIOR  VIEWS EXTERIOR  VIEWS



14. Structural Patterns

Building Program

• Are there required 

relationships between the 

desirable scale and 

proportion of the program 

spaces, the spanning 

capability of the structural 

system, and the resulting 

layout and spacing of 

supports? 



Pattern of Supports

• Series of columns        • Column-and-beam frames       • Bearing walls



Pattern of Spanning Systems

• One-way spanning systems         • Two-way spanning systems



Structural Units

A structural unit is a 

discrete assembly of 

structural members 

capable of forming or 

marking the 

boundaries of a 

single spatial volume. 

There are several 

fundamental ways to 

define a single 

volume of space.

Spatial Volume



Grid of Columns
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